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Posted by LIL.Hekandjo-Okalgongo
Cdes let us demand Epupa hydro power plant from UDF, so save the country power need,while they cry foul of no development.

Posted by Munyanya Kubobone
Comrades and Friends, you are all cordially invited to a SWAPO Party Khomasdal North District Mini Rally on Saturday the 20th November 2010 at 14h00. Venue is Khomasdal Playground in Gadiana street. KEYNOTE SPEAKER is Cde Uutoni Nujoma. See you there. Aheta Continua, Victory is certain.

Posted by SONIA HEITA
Im an exile kid of SWAPO PARTY to the fullest. I just want to express my feelings about what SWAPO is doing is great, WE HAVE PEACE IN THE COUNTRY etc, and its benefiting all namibian people, let us VOTE SWAPO PARTY FOR MORE DEVELOPMENT and Let us be GO AND VOTE OUR PEOPLE like Radopa, RP, Nudo, Dtas, meetings. But i know it will not happen in this country never at all. Tatakulu Nujoma and tatekulu Pohamba they are there for the Namibian nation but let us not disappoint them by letting those recently opposition parties to win with more than 5% from each place. Viva cde Pohamba, cde Nangalo, cde Elijah Ngurare, cde Sofia Shaningwa, all SWAPO CDES! few days to go cdes. let's go and vote, your vote count. vote SWAPO! I thank you.

Posted by Cde kipaihe Timothecthun
Cdes please take this oppor-tunity to wish the Republic of Angola a happy independence anniversity.MPLA and SWAPO party are brothers.viva Republic of Angola.with this wise word projects that we know what is good for us and for the country in general. Now hard work cdes!!!!!

Posted by Imamu Kleo Okalgongo
Cdes, if we reflect the past we can understand that the history of SWAPO is the only history that is bright to all citizens of this soil and abroad. Let's all be vigilant and watch out, not to allow the trator to take over ranks in the leadership of SWAPO party. Those trators pretend to be as loyal members of SWAPO, but in reality they want to destroy SWAPO party within. They advising our people negatively and preach tribalism speeches aims to divide people ac-cording to their tribal, re-gional and to their ethnic line. We are totally rejected such ideas and prepare our-selves to hammer off the heads of such dishonest ele-ments this coming 26/27 Nov 2010 elections. Mistred people, come back home to join SWAPO party. Outside SWAPO party there is no political safety.

Posted by Cde Lydia Timothecthun
SWAPO party members and supporters please if you see your CDES marching Join them. Take your colours and follow them to show that we are still on your side. Don't let SWAPO party meetings be at-tended by less than 100 people like Radopa. RP, Nudo, Dtas meetings. But i know it will not happen in this country never at all. Tatakulu Nujoma and tatekulu Pohamba they are there for the Namibian nation but let us not disappoint them by letting those recently opposition parties to win with more than 5% from each place. Viva cde Pohamba, cde Nangalo, cde Elijah Ngurare, cde Sofia Shaningwa, all SWAPO CDES!! few days to go cdes. let's go and vote, your vote count. vote SWAPO! I thank you.
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